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In this paper we present some results on weights in quadratic-residue 
codes ~~~v~~ using certain techniques of classicai algebra - the theory 
of permutation groups and cyclotomy .
The renewal af interest in quadratic-residue codes occasioned by 
their connections with sphere-packing and the sporadic simple groups 
seems ample reason for a review of this material, much of which appea- 
red from time to time in contract reports [ 1, 2,3], which perhaps have 
not had wide ~jrcu~ation. Some of the material of $4 was presented at 
the NATO Summer School in Coding at Royan, France, in 1965. 
3. Thompson’s recent result showing that self-orthogonal codes of 
half dimension over GFf 2) are rich enough to asymptotically achieve 
the Gilbert bound is stili another eason for this reviejv. (see fs] 1. 
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The. results of Karlin and MacWilliams [ 7 1, although WPtive and Using 
,metho& sir&u to those outlined in 5 3, apply only whell h(l- 1) is 
highly divisib~~. Thus, quadratic-residue codes of block length twice a 
prime plus one remain tantalizing. 
In $2 we revie\v very briefly the notions we need. Our terminology is 
Inore or less standard except that we use “optimal” in the sense of 
achieving the bound d 5 y1- k + 1, and the term “holding pattern” is 
here introlduced for the first time. ’ 
In fj3 w give a complete solution to the problem of determining the 
minim cm weight in all quadrrtllV-. S-+L residue codes of block lengths 3, 5, 7 
and 1 1. For I = 3 and 5 Jl the codes are optimal. The ir?teresting primes, 
7 and II 1, have among them four non-optimal (and henc: interesting) 
CO&S Ox methods rely heavily on the Gleason-Prange Theorem and 
-” ‘-lo 1*7 +\ - seem sui lauib A’;;::,~ L-Q bmall blc;& lt+iigth. It would be nice to have such 
a complete result for the prime 23. 
In $4 we present he approach to upper bounding the minimum 
weight via cyclotomy. Karlin and MacWilliams [ 71 ab initio have used 
cyclotomy to attack the binary case. These methods undoubtedly can 
he pushed further but they seem unlikely to give results in the case of 
twice a prime plus one. 
5 2. Coding background 
I,,et .F be a field and V the vector space of n-tuples over F. A k- 
dimensional linear subspace of V is called an (yt, k) code over F. The 
weight of a vector of V is the number of non-zero coordinates; the sup- 
port of a vector of V is the set of coordinate places where it is non-zero, 
and the support is said to hold the vector. The minimum weig?lt, d, of a 
code A is th; smallest wleight occuring among the non-zero vectors of A. 
The holdingpzttern of A is the collection ,Bf supports of those vectors 
in ~4 of the minimal wc@ht d. We equip V with the usual inner product 
and say that A is seljkdzogond if the inner product of a and b is 0 for 
allaandbin4. 
We sometimes label the coordinate places 0, 1, . . . . YI - 1. In the event 
that for every (a*, al, ..“, a,_l ) in A, (a,_*, a$:, al3 . . . . LZ,_~) is also in 
A ., we say that the code is c_vcr’ic. If we identify V with the ring of polj- 
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nomials Fix] /(x” - l), then the cyclic codes are precisely the ideals of 
this fir%. The generator of ““least degree” of this ideal is called the gene- 
rator polynomial of the cyclic code. in the cases we treat below, ~1~311 
be an odd prime and R will denote the quadratic residues, R ’ the qua- 
dratic non-residues, of the field 6F(vt). 
A quadratic-residue code is defined as a eyelic code of prime block 
length 2 over the field GF(q) with generator polynomial of the form 
g(X) X nrE~ (X - {‘) or (X - l)g(x), where { is a primitive ffh root of 1 
over GF(q). The dimension of such a code is 3 fl& 1 ), and there are two 
such codes of each of these dimerpsions provided only that 4 is a quadra- 
tic residue mod 2. The two codes of each dimension are equivalent to 
each other under the permutation i I-+ ti, i = 0, 1, . . . . 2 - I, of coordinates 
mo4 I, where t is any fixed element of R’. We denote the (I, #(I - 1)) 
codes by A and B and the (I, +(I + 1)) codes by A’ and B”, where we 
takeA” ~4 andB’ Z) B. 
It is necessary to consider only the bases q = p and q = p” when p is 
in R’, since quadrat~~gresidue codes over GF(pn) are obtained from 
those over GF@), or GF(p2), merely by taking tensor products fextend- 
irrg the coefficient field); and this process does not chailge the rcinimum 
weight [ IO]. When p is in R’, both quadratic-r~§idue codes of the same 
dimension have the same holding pattern. 
If a=l and d, are the minimum: distances in A” and A, respectively, then 
results of Gleanson and Prange [ 5 3 show that d, = 1 + d. Thus, in par- 
ticular the minimum weight in A* is not achieved by a vector in A. 
The square-root bound on d is derived as follows. A polynomial 
h,(x) of weight d in A’ multiplied by one kZ(x) of the same weight in 
B+ must give a constant muItiple of xIB1 + . . . + 1. When I L= -1 (mod 4), 
we may t&e h&x) = h, cxwl ), and then it is immediarts that d(d - 7 ) ‘2 
l - 1, When t 3 + 1 (mod 4), we conclude that d2 > 1. 
An extended ~~ud~~t~c~~e~~d~.~~ code is obtained from a quadratic- 
residue code by adding another coordinate, denoted by aoo , determined 
as follows: 
l-1 
where y is ~eiermined up to sign by an orthogonality requirement. 
Namely, we de-.- eutc”lkd that the extended csde be self-orthogonal when 
lr - I (mod 4) and srthogonai to the other cade extended when l z 1 
(mod 4). For a fuller d~s~uss~~n the reader should consult [s, $I 31 I
We view the coordinate places of an extended quadratbresidue code 
as the projective line over G-F(E). The crucial Gleason-Prange Theorem 
says that an extended ~uai~rat~caresidue cod  universally admits ~S~~(~) 
as a group of automorphisms. For the purpose at hand, we need only 
know that given a pemutatian, g, of the projective line of the form 
X b GXX f h)!(CX f d), where L?$d - bc = 1, there exists a distribution of 
sign! e(,  ~1, . . . . ez_l, 6, (Ilere the e’s are f 1) such that wlnenever 
(a 0’ **.9 Ql-1 3 Q,) is in the k,*ode so is (~~~~~*~, E~~~~~), ,=., ~~_~a~~~._~); 
~,a,(+). For a full disucssion, the reader should consult [ 5, $33. 
An elementary baund on d is d 5 y1- k + 1 where A is an (RI., k) code. 
If d = 1~1 -- k f 1, we call the code u~~~~~~. We will use repeateclfy with- 
out comment he elern~~nt~ fact [S, p. 1371 that an (n, k) code is op- 
timal if and only if its holding pattern consists of all d-subsets of the 
coordinare places. 
In t’rliu section we determine, %r E = 3, 5, 7 and 11, the ~~~nir~urn 
weights of all the quadra~~~oresidue codes. The section thus justifies the 
entries in the first four lines of OUT table. We use heavily the Gleason- 
Prange Thieorem and the selfa~rt~~ogon~~~~. Our methods probably can 
be lunched abit furtfler, but they do not seem strong enough to obtain 
results for arbitrary 1. We begin with an exy but useful 
Proof. Suppose Y and w are minimum weight vectors whose supports 
overla:p in d - 
ports is a (d - 
1 places. Then the ~ornp~em~nt of the union of the sup- 
I )-subset and the slbcode of A with zeros on this com- 
plement is one-dimensional since otherwise this conplement would have 
0 3. The minivlum weight of a quadratic-residue code of small block leirgth 5 
to hold a vector, which is impossible since there are no vectors of weight 
less than J. Bat v and w manifestlly generate a two-dimensiona subspace, 
a contradiction. 
Remark 3.1. Proposition 3,: together with [S, Theorem 4.21 show that 
any (2d, d) self-orthogonal code with minimum weight d and no weight 
d + 1 vectors has a holding pattern which is a Steiner System of type 
(a’ - l)-d=2d. The (8,4) extendeld Hamming code over GF(2) and the 
(12, 5) extended quadratic-residue code over GF(3) are, presumably, the 
only tlwo such codes. 
Remark 3.2. Proposition 3.1 also shows that a (2d, d) self-orthogonal 
code with minimum weight d can have at most (4 -1) (d2_dl)lid$) 
minimum weight vectors, a fact also easily obtainable from the 
MacWilliams identities. 
Suppose A is a (4, 2) extended quadratic-residue code over CF(#. 
Since PSLz(3) is t-set tr;l.&-ive on the projective line for all t, any such 
code must have a holding p,ttern consisting of all d-subsets. By [ 5, 
p. 1371 it must be optimal; i.t; . d = 3 for I = 3, We have, therefore, only 
optimal codes for this case. 
For 2 = 5 almost the same argument applies, since PSLz(5) is t-set 
transitive except for t = 3. But here Remark 3.2 applies: (6,)/(;) =: 5 and 
the orbits of 3-sets under PSL, (5) are of size at least 10. 
One could have used th.2 ,, glare-root bound to get the above result 
on the optimality of all quadratic-residue codes for I = 3 and I = 5. We 
preferred the above methyl since it is in the spirit of our discussion of 
the more delicate case, I =: 11, which we treat below. 
Since for an optimal code 4 -. 1 2 k [2, pp. 6, 71 z interesting cases 
must now necessarily appear. In fact, we now show that for I = 7 we 
have optimality except for the case p = 2. 
Let A be an (8, 4) extende” quadratic-residue code over GF(q). dn 
the associated “small” (7, 3) qua&atic-residue code we know [ 5 ] thA 
we have the same minimum weight. We know also [9] that the coordi- 
nates of a code vector are given by evaluating a polynomial a-v + bx’ + 
CJC~ at the seventh roots of unity, all computations bej:lg rnadc in a suit- 
able GF(q” ). Since PSL, (7) is &et transitive we know., as above, that 
d > 4. Since J = ,~i is optimal we assume d z 4. Then the Polynomial - 
a .+ l>_X +& Inust have 3 seventh roots of unity as root% ThXE 3 roots 
2,1t follows immediately that the mus;t sum to 0, the ;:oefficient of x 
lheag relations on the seventh roots of unity are preCif@lY the triples of 
the Ste~er Triple SYs~~n~ on 7 points. Summing the 3 triples Co~~taini~lg 
a given w (since the sum of all the seventh roots of J-lfiitY is 0)~ 2W = 0 
for ~1 aseventh roof of unity, This forces the characteristic to be 2. . 
Thus,, the extended habiting (8,4) binary code is the only quadratic. 
residue code for E = 7 which is not optimaf. 
Nf ,Kt we treat the case I = 11. Let A be a (12, 6) extended quadratic- 
residue code over ~~~~). The sqLlare-root bound tells us that d 2 5. We 
wifil use the group action to show that d L 6. Now, PSL, ( f 1) has two 
orbits of 5-subsets on the projective line. One is the orbit of the quadraw 
tin-residues R and consists of 132 S-subsets, the other orbit consisting 
of the rest of the 5-subs&. Thus, if d = 5, then the holding pattern is 
either one btit not both of these orbits. Since, if the holding pattern of 
a code consists of all d-subsets, d must be n - k + 1. If the quadrati~o 
residue orbit is the holding pattern then, since there is an invariance 
without signs (of order 5) cycling the residues, namely i -+ 3i, the vector 
with ones at the resi{~ues and zeros else~?here is in the code. This is im- 
possible since a simple argument on quadratic periods shows thrr t a vec- 
tor with ones at the residues and non-zero at 0 or 00 with zeros on the 
non-resi~~ues is ne~ess~i~y in the code. So suppose the holding pattern 
is the other orbit of 5subsets. Consider *the set S = {p) u R. AI1 5-s& 
sets of s except R are in the holding pattern since the orbit of S is the 
Steiner System of type 5-6312. But two ~~istin~t 3-subsets of S not equal 
to R will yield a vector of weight 5 held by R in ::ontradiction to the 
able- %hW d 2 6 for any ( 12, 6) extended quadratic-residue code, 
we no assume d = 6. Again, we use the action of PSL,( 11) 011 the 
PrOkCtiytfe he. We find that there are six orbits of &subsets. Two (those 
of R u @I and R’ W (0)) are of size 132 with a cycle of order 5 as 
stabilizer. There are three of size 110, one with a cyclic group of order 
6 2s stabilizer, the ot!ner two having Syrn(3) acting regularly as stabilizer. 
Finally, ‘there is WE orbit of size 330 with a cyclic group of order 2 as 
stab~ize~. By Pr~~pos~tio~ 3 ~~1% the latter orbit is too large to be in a hold- 
ing patzem* It, therefore, reirnains to examine the other five orbits, 
For the orbit represented by (0) u R we know that there is a vector 
in the code with -q at 0 and mes at R with zeros at the ~~n-~~~~id~~s~ 
$5 - q) at 00 where the ~u~~~~tj~ fervid 73 is a roat of ~~~~~t~~~~ x2 f 
x + 3 = 0 and 7 f 0. Since a S-cyck cycles R? any veGtcsr held b:r 
(0) u R (ox by (0) tr R’) must be constant on R. It follows that 
5 - q = Q in OFFS); thus 25 c 5 + 3 =I 0, i.e., 33 = and the ~har~~~teris- 
;icis3, 1 ‘I’hus, we have found the ternary Golay code, as we knew we 
wouId have to. similarly, (cl) L 21’ yields the other extended quadratic- 
ue cede over GF(3). 
x =fQ+fl, lW& 5)(X 7H4, W6,9), 
T = CoQJ (0, 1, 2,3,4,5,6, 7,8,9, IO) , 
pXT=W_,“)* I, 8,6,4)(2, 10, 5,9,3,7) * 
we now write x, an using it, px7, as m~nami~~l tr~~sf~rr~ati~~s, after
[41: 
x :-- 10 s- 7 829-3- 4- 6 1-o 
pp: m- 8 lo- 7 0 9 4- 2-- 6- 3 5- I 
We now calculate avector u of Wright ~bi~i~ isassumed to be a mini-, 
mum Wright vector of the ( 12, 6) (~~lad~ti~-resid~~ code and wbkh is 
~ss~~rned to be cm the &set (0, m, I, 9, 6,4); this means that (f =3 pp 
must send u to av for some scalar ot E GF(y)*: 
8 
0 O” 1 8 6 4 
v: 1 --a! -1 _,-2 _a-3 a-4 _a-5 
ov=av: a -1 --Q -1 
_ar-2 &-3 -f-4 
Since CJ sends 4 to 0, it follows that --c? = a, or a6 + 1 = 0. These vec- 
tors are self-orthogonal, but ths! condition that the infinite coordinate is 
y times the sum of all the other coordinates, where r2 = - 4 implies 
that 4 = 4. We have 
( 1 - -&+Jr.2 --(if 3 -a4)y=-(Y.5 ) 
and since cw6 + 1 = (a2 + l)(a4 - a2 + 1), we find, on reducing the left 
hand side in each of the two cases a2 + II = 0 and a4 - a2 + 1 = 0, and 
then squaring, that 2 = 0 and 13 = 0, respectively. 
Therefore, the only possible (12, 6) quadratic-residue code with 
d = 6 having a vector of weight 6 with a cyclic group of order 6 as :$a- 
bilizer is perhaps th.e one over GF(4). And in fact wf: checked that the 
vector v above is in one of the latter codes over GF(4); this orbit is the 
holding pattern for both such codes. 
N?xt, we treal: one of the orbits having Sym(3) as stabilizer. These are 
obtarned by taking .3-s&s invariant under d2. We find, reading off from 
the above list for CT’, 
0 1625 3 
0: f _._& *-2 p a-q (&--2fj 
u2u=aqx a --I Q! l ap p ct-yj 
Since o2 sends 6 to 0 with a sign change, we find a ’ = a or crr3 + I = 0, 
and the same _- - *’ 
ora 
Lurlurtlon arrses on the latter 3 places. Thus, either cy = .- 1 
- ci + 1 = 0. The self-orthogonality and the sum of the coordinates 
conditions are 
(1+ cc2 - Grl)(/P + 1) = 0 
u f Q -2 -cu-‘)+pq1+.-1 +a-2)=0 . 
The first says that ~1 = - 1 implies s2 = - 1, si-nce we have settFed the case 
q=3.Ifa!isnot-l,thena* -a+ 1 = 0, and therefore from the secorld 
of these fl= 0 or q = 4, neither of which is possible. Thus, ~1 = - 1 = fi* 
and now the second of these says 3 + fl= 0; thus, 9 + I = 0; thus q = 5. 
To verify that for q = 5 the vector 1p is in the code, we have 
u=1+x+2x2+2x3t-3x5+x6 
=(x - 1)(x5 +4x4 +4x3 +x2 +3x+4). 
The generator polynomials for rhe code are, for the two choices of q, 
x5 - 77x4 + 4x3 + x* + q’x + 4 , 
where q an-d q’ are the roots of x2 + x + 3; over CF(5j this factors as 
( x- 1)(x-3);takingq= 1 and+ 3 shows that u is in the quadratic- 
residue code. 
To treat the only remaining cgie, we do the same for o2 zlcting en 
(0, 1,6, 10, 9, 7): 
0 1 6 10 9 7 
v: 1 ---ix ,* p -iwfl -cw”p 
The conditions this time are 
(l+.* +*4)(1 +p2)=(), 
(1 -Q_+a2)+p(l -cu-&=u. 
Sixe a3 = - 1, again, we find the first of these to be (1 - cx -t cu*)( 1-t 0’) \ 
= 0. Thus, Q! = - 1, aam4 (ruling out q = 3) we get p2 + I = 0. The second is 
now 3 + /3 = 0; and /?’ = 0 or q = 5 as before. This vector v 1s in the other 
quadratic-residue code for q = 5. 
Thus, for E = 11, the minimum weight is 6 over GF(4), GF(3) and 
GF(5) and 7 for all other characteristics. Moreover, each of tb: 6-set 
orbits under PSL2( 11) except that of size 330 is a holding t~ttern. 
We summarize these and some sea%red further results in the follow- 
ing table: 
Minimum weights in extended quadratic-residus codes 
I= 3: 
I= 5: 
I= 7: 
17 11: 
I;- 13: 
I= 17: 
I= 19: 
I= 23: 
I= 29: 
I= 31: 
I= 37: 
1=41: 
2=43: 
l=47: 
d = 3 for all characteristics. 
d = 4 for alI characteristics. 
d = 4 for ,p = 2; d = 5 for all other characteristics. 
d = 6 ove:r @F(4). GF(3) and GF( 5); d = 7 for all other charac- 
ter&t its. 
d = 6 QVC~ i”JF(4) and GF(3); unkno-::r: for other characteris- 
tics. 
d = 6 over GF(2); unknown for other characteristics. 
d = 8 oy:er CF(4j; unkndwn for other characteristics: 
d = 8 over GF(2); d = 9 over GF(3); unknown for other cha- 
racleristics. 
d = 112 over GF(4); unknown for other characteristics. 
d = 8 over GF(2); unk-nown for other characteristics. 
d = 12 over GF(4j; tInknown for other characteristics. 
d z 10 over GP(4); unknoivn for other characteristics. 
unknown for al! characteristics. 
d =: 12 over GF(“s), 3 = 1 530ver GF(3); unknown for otheln 
characteristics. 
I= 53: unhnown for all characteristics. 
t= 59: d = 18 over C.F(3); unknown for other characteristics. 
There are several other known minimum weights for birza~~ quadratic- 
residue codes. The most up to date table for the binary case is in the 
third printing of [ 61. 
The weight distribution of any optimal code is I:,.gwn [b, Theorem 
16.5 11. Since, among the first four odd primes there occur only fcu,p 
non.-optimal exterLded quadratic-residue codes, we give t:rcse oth.er 
weight distributions. 
For (I = 7, the extended quadratic-residue code over @F( 2) has the 
fo&Dwing weight distribution: 
6 
1 
8 L 
9 SPCZIO 
I 
0 0 0 101 0 0 0 I 
~]he Galojs gr0ii.j~ G of K/Q is cyclic of degree I- 1. If Q &notes a 
generator of G, it is convenient to label the pi and #i(X) fQr any P as fd- 
Ilows: Choose pO arbitrarily and let @&) be its co~esponding PolYn@ 
mial. Then define pr = &&I and call 4&x) the polynomial with cGei as 
a root, where 5 is a root of ~~(~). Then pr and ~~(~) curr~,~~~nd u er 
the 5% =mma. Under this labeling and ~~rrespund~~nce the ~~ene~at~r POfY- 
nor ~lals of the quadratic-residue codes Ai and B; Over GFcP) e~rres- 
p:?md to n =p(-& ,., pg_2 and n = p1p3 .$. p9_ t , III: ideals 7t and of’ are 
the prkne ide,als into which (p) splits in the quadratic field L cantained 
in K i~and this notation will be used thr~u~~ut). .L is the Gxed field of 
02. it is g~~e~~t~l~ by q = LIFER zr or by $ = XrER *zC The i~educjble 
polynomial of q ]snd rl) over Q is x2 + x + #( i f I), the sign being chosen 
SO that the constant erm is in 2. Thus, L is Q(m), where the sign is 
the same as that .in the congruence I = 2 1 (mod 4). 
What we have observed is that when (p) = VII’ in L, the p~ly~~~ia~ 
~~~a~~~ over GF(p) is in k!i or Bi if and only jf the integer 2$%-~$ 
of K is djvjsib~~ by r or ?T’, where af is the residue-class of ai module p* 
ft is net easy ki genera; i~s tell wkther an integer of K js djvjsjble by 
n 01’ r’, but in the special case whers the iilteger is a so-called cycloto- 
mic perfiod, it is a feasible computation. We &al) use the following cri- 
terisn. 
9 4. Cydotomy 13 
At least-2 indices, say j and j’, of which one, say j, is necessarily even 
and the other, j’* odd, must be absent from the set t, , . . . . lk. l Now for 
each odd i, we must have 0’8 divisible by pjpjf. But the primes pjtl and 
pi+l do not divide 00, and both j’ - (I+!) andj - (j’+l) are even, and 
eben mod g, since g is even. Thus, some ev?n power of CT applied to 00 
yields 0’6 not divisible by 1~ or ~~1 for some odd i. This contradicts the 
assumption that 8 is not in r or wt. 
The usefulness of this criterion is that in some cases, including that , 
in which 0 is. a cyclotomic period, id is easy to express 135’(O) in the 
form ISiS1 a# and this is divisible by p if and only if p divides each ai. 
(When 0 = cb_‘a#, the condition :is that a0 z ai z . . . - al_l (mcd p).) 
4.1. Cyclotomic periods. Let I- 1 = ef. rhen the Galois group G has a 
unique subgroup H of order .fi By means of the action of G on the powers 
of z, we identify G with the cyciic group of non-zero residues modulo 2 
under multiplicat,;on. H is then the subgroup of eth powers of G. We 
may decompose G into a union of cosets Hi module H as G = Ho U H, U 
. . . u .&?_I) and we then define the cyclotomic periods for e as 
?j,: = c zs , i=O,l,..., e- I, 
SEHi 
where we choose the labelling so that 
rlo = c 2 9 vi = 5’(77()) l 
SEH 
The cyclotomic periods for e are an integral basis for the field E over Q, 
where E = Q(qo ) is the fixed field of H. Therefore, for each i = 0. 1, . . ., 
e- 1 thl,=re exist rational integers denoted by G., 0), (i, I), . . . . (i. e - 1) 
such that 
e-l 
Q. r7i = C (i, j)?j + Eif 9 
j=O 
(4.1) 
YNhere i = 1 when f is even and i = 0, or when ,fir; odd and i’ =z &e; other- 
wise Ei = 0. (In other Iwords, q = 1 if and only if - I is in Hi.) It follows 
that 
These non-negative rational integers (i, j) are called rhc ~_~~loto~i~ num- 
her, ofordew e. If w is the primitive element modulo I corresponding to 
(T, then (i, j) is the number of soh!tions (x, y) with 0 5 X, J’ < f of 
*ex+i + j z weJ’+j (mod 1) . 
It is from this relation that Professor Muskat has calculated the (i, j) for 
various e and 1. 
The cyclotomic numbers atisfy 
u, 0 > f even 
(j+;e,it;c), fodd 
tr‘here the entries are read module e. 
4.2. 14n cipplication to quadratic-residue cod’es. From what we have seen, 
every time that q. is divisible by n or R’, there is a vector of weight 
J:- (1- 1)/e in A+. Let us call qo(x) the polynomial 2+?. We shall 
no:v apply the foregoing to the integer 0 = qo. 
By P’roposition 4.1, 70 is divisible by ?r or r’ if and only if Qoqi is 
divisible by p for each odd i. The choice of the gen.*‘:ltor CJ determines 
the labelling of q1 , . . . . qe_l , and the cyclotomic numbe rs change a9 n 
changes; but whether ?r or 7r’ divides q. is independent csC the choice of 
generator, hence SO is our criterion expressed in terms; of cyclotomic 
numbers. In terms1 of the cyclotomic numbers, this condition is that for 
eac;h odd i, we must have, from (4.1), 
(i., 0) E (i, I) E . *- = (,; e -- 1) I=_ e.f’ (mod p) ) I . (4.3) 
15 
Some necessary conditions are: 
Pmafe ~~~p~s~ e is odd and ~~(.~) E A;I for some p* By Lemma 4,f $ vit 
is ~~~is~~~~ by “Ix (or RF), fet us say by nl If e is odd, then ~~(~~) is divisi- 
ble by d, but me =5; Q. Thus, q. wouId have to be divisible by pt a . 
~~~trad~cti~~l* Theref~re~ e i5 e‘r’a~. 32ne faci: that ‘sy divides qQ means 
that T divides the ~y~~~t~rn~e period q = qa + Q + SCt + rq2p_2 aftd z’ 
divides q’. Theref~reT p divides qq’ = 4 ( f. -C 2). If e 3 2, then ther,: mu at 
least two add values of i (mod e), for one of which it must be true that 
q = 0. Then (4.3) ~rn~~ies (i, 0) = (i* 1) = . . . 2 0 (mod @, and (4.2) 
shows now that p divides f. Xn this case, x - It divides ~~(~)~rnod p), 
so ~~~~) is in the small ~uadr~ti~~re~~ ue code (we fan &o say that f is 
a weight in the extended quadratic-residue code of type (E + I r 4 U + 1 N 
over CT(p). 
Thus, in se~rchi~~g for c~de~ve~t~rs by this means, we restrict our- 
selvej ta the case when e is even. And f~~rtherm~re~ w  have 
There exist formulas for the (i, j) for certain values of e. ~+r examPh% 
for e = 4 and feven, Gauss proved that 16( I,@ = 2 - 1 + 2(x - 1 I + 8v, 
where I =x2 + dp2 with x 2 1 (mod 4). There are similar but more ccm- 
plicated formulas of more recent date for some other eup to e = 20. 
Brtt for our purposes, which are to find examples of quadratic-residue 
CO& 3having vectors of rather low weight: it is more appropriate to 
sear sh throlugh tables: of values of tile (I’, j) for instances of (4.3) than to 
establish general conditl’ons with the formulas and then compute solu- 
tions of I = (some quadratic form!. 
For purposes not rela’led to codi:ng, Professor Muskat has calculated 
the cyclotomic numbers for all primes less than 50 000 for various 
values of e up to e = 24. WC very kindly gave us tables of these values, 
from which we found several instances (10 5 e 2 24) where Q&V) was 
in 4, or Bp e %me examples of these findings are presented in table 1. 
in this table, AJ is the number of primes less than 50 000, giving an in- 
stance where ?I&) is in A, or R, . The values of N for e = 10, 12, 14 
and 24 were found on his compi;rl~ by Professor Muskat. We obtained 
‘fable 1 
--.-- 
e= to e=r2 p= i4 . e=16 e=20 e= 24 
_ 
Seven f even fodd f wen feml fodd _fWt?Il 
-p I__- 
17 P i'P 2 P E P 1 P 1 P -_ -P-I - 
‘761 2 2421 2 82231 $ 1 ES9 2 4 801 2 f:= $361  8089  1 541 8821, 9601 2 
3 6301 3 15937 1 381 3 3 47 521 3 22621 1=33isthe 18433 2 
5 49 057 2 47 6 841 713 2 2,3 49681 2 25 261 brgfy 48817 2 ir:i- 
5 88Zl 3 stance 
21401 5 
30941 7 
49 921 2 
A’ = 94 N=81 N= I1 N= 27 AT= 13 N= 1 M=I; _ ---- - - ____ --111_- -.-..“.- .-- 
the values for e = 16 and e = 20 by our own visual search of his tables 
(the same for e = 14, where our result agreed with his). The smallest 
and largest values of I -for each value of e are given as welt as an example 
for each value of p that arose. Whenfis even, a large majority of the in- 
stances occur for p = 2; when f is odd, occurrences are rarer, 
We also calculated several cases by hand for smaller values of e Mng 
general formulas; in the same way, we verified the entries in Professor 
Muskat’s tables for three values of I, namely, 2 = 3821y e = IO, and for 
e= 12,1= 1321 and 1657. 
4.3. Surnrrzaq*. To repeat: each instance we found yields a vector of 
weight (I - 1)/t in A, or B,. In each case there weights are far greater 
than t/ii, but there is no reason to suppose that the weights (I - i)/e are 
the minimum weights in the A,. 
The lowest weight-to-blocklength ratio found, namely -z$ , is lower, 
by a factor of rzbout 3, than the lowest such ratio we knew of before 
this investigation. 
4.4, Cede vectorsfrczm other Wegeps. We may consider by this approach 
any integer 
of the field E lying between K and L, of even degree ,o over Q* 
We define B(x) in anajogv with the previous definitions, and, accord- _ 
ing to Propositiori 4. IT 8(x) is in Ai or Bi if and only if for each odd i 
we have 
C(Cj f Cj_i) -b 3 CkC, (i + 8: - W1, i --. m) 
km 
A necessary condition II’or (43 to hold is that for all odd d 
This is obtained on adding (4.5) over-j. fn particular this implies that 
‘km%+k-m P m c ,c is co~~star~t module p for add i; therefore, if only one 
Ck ‘is non-zero, and if I z -I (mod 4), this condition cannot hold for 
even e > 2. 
Another necessary condition is obtained on multiplying RI and &TO, 
T b,.ing the trace. Let E denote Z;Czi and I denote Zczirl ; then 8(:x) is 
in AL Or B;; implies 
(ice)’ +IE(l - &(l 2 I)) - (#ce)%k + (E’ += r2)(#( t f I)) 
where the f signs are th 3 . a~.,ii~ and are chosen to make F( I 1 I) an in- 
teger. 
Obviously, condition i4.5) is more complicated when f) is a sum of 
more :han one cyclotomic period. We have made some cursory hand 
searches. For example, fbr i’ = 19 let us choose e = 6, f = 3. In this small 
case it is easier to complete directly than to use our criterion (4 5). 
Then, the exponents of the cyclotomic pericds are giv::r. in the following 
table : 
2 12 5 
and one etasay computes the nl~~ltiplicatio~~ table: 
other products given, of course, by applying the Galois map. Using 
P~~pusjti~n 4.1, an easy hand comp~.~tat~on shows that 8 = c + vu + C!Q 
is never a code vectar, net matter wfiat the characteristic; in fact, 
so(e) = . . . + Rr14 + ( 1 + d)~ and d is never congruent o Q! + 1. But one 
also easily sees that qO + 8~ + 5~ is a code vector for p = 17. Thus, it 
follows that the (20, 10) quadratic-residue code over GF( l7) has mini- 
mum weight fess than or equal to h 0, and hence is not optimal. This is 
the first instance to come to light of a noun-optimal quadratic-residue 
code with q - I strictly larger than 4(E -+ 1). Moreover, the fact that one 
cannot find a code vector of the form c + ‘lo f dQk over CZ(5) shows 
that cyclot~my, even when I -I is highly divisible, may fail to give the 
minimum weight since we have found vectors of weight 8 in the (20, 10) 
quadratic-residue code over GF(5) with simple pol~~n~mial c culations. 
Using Professor Muskat’s tables, we checked whether I + ;r3@ might 
yield a code vector, and found some instances where it did so for e = 14, 
f even, and & = 16, feven, b&h over GF(2). We also found that for 
& = 20, fodd, 1 + q. is never a code vector for I up to 50 000. 
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